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ABSTRACT

General Terms

Nowadays mobile phones are not only communication devices, but also a source of rich sensory data that can be
collected and exploited by distributed people-centric sensing
applications. Among them, environmental monitoring and
emergency response systems can particularly beneﬁt from
people-based sensing. Due to the limited resources of mobile devices, sensed data are usually oﬄoaded to the cloud.
However, state-of-the art solutions lack a uniﬁed approach
suitable to support diverse applications, while reducing the
energy consumption of the mobile device. In this paper, we
speciﬁcally address mobile devices as rich sources of multimodal data collected by users. In this context, we propose
an integrated framework for storing, processing and delivering sensed data to people-centric applications deployed in
the cloud. Our integrated platform is the foundation of a
new delivery model, namely, Mobile Application as a Service (MAaaS), which allows the creation of people-centric
applications across diﬀerent domains, including participatory sensing and mobile social networks. We speciﬁcally
address a case study represented by an emergency response
system for ﬁre detection and alerting. Through a prototype
testbed implementation, we show that the proposed framework can reduce the energy consumption of mobile devices,
while satisfying the application requirements.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of mobile devices, combined with their
diverse sensing capabilities, has made them a ubiquitous
and rich source of sensory data. Such data include location (e.g., GPS), orientation (e.g., gyroscope, accelerometer), textual (social) and multimedia (e.g., image, audio and
video) data [9]. They can be jointly used to develop a wide
range of applications aimed at improving the quality of life.
These applications include environmental [12, 3] and traﬃc
monitoring [18, 17], navigation [13] and emergency response
systems [10], as well as smart healthcare and well-being [9].
Many of the applications mentioned above are peoplecentric, in the sense that they assist individual users, a group
of people, or even a large community, by leveraging sensory data from a large number of sources [2]. Depending on
user demands, sensing mechanisms can be either passive or
active, namely, participatory. Even though some of these
applications have been deployed in many environments [2,
9], integrating them into a single platform is still an open
research problem. This is due to the presence of a large
number of applications with contrasting requirements, diverse sensing sources and platforms, as well as multi-modal
data.
In this paper, we propose an integrated framework which
allows uniﬁed sensing for diverse people-centric applications.
To ensure scalability, availability and robustness of the sensing and application environments, the framework is deﬁned
as part of the cloud infrastructure itself. Speciﬁcally, our integrated platform is the foundation of a new delivery model
– namely, Mobile Application as a Service (MAaaS) – which
allows the creation of people-centric applications across different domains, including participatory sensing and mobile
social networks. Each mobile device acts as an independent multi-modal data source, and the proposed cloud-based
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tions hosted on the cloud and select those they are interested
in directly from the MCA.
The rest of the system components is part of the cloud
infrastructure. The User Adaptation Module (UAM) interfaces the MCA with the Mobile Cloud Engine (MCE).
Speciﬁcally, there is one UAM for each MCA. When multiple MCEs share a common user (namely, a MCA), the
related device sends the data once to the UAM which, in
turn, sends a copy to the relevant MCEs.
The Storage Module (SM) allows to save and retrieve sensory data. It supports multi-modal data, ranging from scalar
data (e.g., location, accelerometer and gyroscope readings)
to generic textual information (e.g., summary descriptions
uploaded by the users) and multimedia data (i.e., images,
audio and videos captured through the mobile device). As
a consequence, the SM is data-independent, but provides
means to interconnect to the cloud for mining and knowledge extraction purposes. The major features of the SM are
scalability and responsiveness.
The Application Interface Module (AIM) interacts with
the framework to get the required data. It further allows
the application developer to access computing and storage
resources on-demand for ﬂexibility and scalability.
Finally, the Mobile Cloud Engine (MCE) processes and
controls the data ﬂow in the framework, and is instantiated
for each application. Since the MCE is the core component
of our solution, it will be detailed in a separate subsection
below.

3.1

actions among the diﬀerent parts of the MCE. It also classiﬁes the PS modules based on the requests received from applications. Speciﬁcally, once an application request arrives
in the MCE, the decision module identiﬁes which type of
PS module is needed to satisfy the request. Furthermore, it
recognizes the potential group of mobile users who can participate to the application query. Finally, the DM module
initiates the context-awareness module (described next) to
provide people-centric and location-based services. The decision module provides functions to process and mine data.
It can use unsupervised learning approaches to deal with
unstructured data in the system. One example is to ﬁnd
a coherent group of mobile phone users who share common
interests (e.g., through their frequently visited places) or to
predict user behavior.
Finally, the context-awareness (CA) module provides context information to the diﬀerent people-centric applications.
In its simplest form, the context is represented by location.
For example, a pollution monitoring application may consider the pollutant concentration at the locations in the
vicinity of the user. In the more general case, context may
include the activity of the user or its social interactions with
other users.

4.

CASE STUDY

Texas is very likely to experience wildﬁres in Summer.
The state of Texas and the federal government spend substantial amount of money to handle wildﬁres, in order to ensure public safety and reduce damages. For instance, from
November 2010 to October 2011, about 30,457 ﬁres spread
over 3,993,716 acres and destroyed 3,017 homes [16]. The
cost of damages to houses was estimated to be more than
100 million dollars [4]. Dispatching ﬁre ﬁghters to the exact
location of wildﬁres and preventing the ﬁre from spreading
play an important role in eﬃciently handling the emergency.
However, placing cameras and sensors at all locations to continuously collect information is not feasible due to the high
deployment and maintenance costs.
In this section, we demonstrate how our proposed architecture can help in this scenario. Let us assume that the
mobile cloud application for emergency response has already
been installed on the user mobile devices and that a ﬁre happens in an certain area. In the proposed framework, user
location is periodically updated and stored in the the mobile cloud framework either explicitly by the mobile device
user or through a request from the wildﬁre monitoring and
response agency. When a wildﬁre is reported, the agency
initiates a request to the framework with the information of
the aﬀected area. After receiving the request, the framework
ﬁnds the people in that area, based on their GPS locations.
Then, the framework sends an emergency notiﬁcation and
requests for updates on the situation.
At the same time, the mobile cloud framework updates
the agency with current available data in the system until new data arrives. The application can provide diﬀerent
visualizations, ranging from a map showing the location of
people who are in the vicinity to a live video stream of a certain place. By using this method, the agency can obtain an
accurate characterization of the wildﬁre without deploying
any camera or sensor. The application can provide indirect
communication between the agency and mobile phone users
to explicitly obtain additional information which, in turn,
can help increase the accuracy and reliability of the deci-

Mobile Cloud Engine

Our proposed framework contains two types of mobile
cloud engines. The ﬁrst type is called control MCE or
(MCE0 ). There is only one MCE0 in the whole framework,
independent of the actual people-centric applications. The
MCE0 is responsible to initiate other MCEs when a new application request arrives in the framework. In addition, it
always collects the sensory data from mobile users in predeﬁned periods, regardless of the application requests. The
data collected by the MCE0 can be used for diﬀerent major
purposes, namely: mining; processing; and as a baseline to
start other MCEs. The second class of MCEs is instantiated based on the actual application requests. These MCEs
are mainly employed to deal with speciﬁc people-centric applications. However, both classes of MCEs have the same
structure to provide coherency in the framework.
The MCE is composed of three sub-modules. The publish/subscribe (PS) module is primarily responsible for establishing the data ﬂow between UAMs and the MCEs. The
PS module is composed of control and data message queues.
The control message queue handles all the control messages,
such as the data sending rate. The data message queues are
composed of multiple queues, each associated with a diﬀerent priority (e.g., low, medium, and high). The data queue
delivers the captured data from the UAM to the associated
applications, and also forwards them to the storage module.
Furthermore, the PS module delivers the processed information back to the mobile users. In this framework, the PS
modules are classiﬁed in three categories, according to the
related priorities, namely, low, medium, and high. Diﬀerent
priorities are mainly used to regulate the sampling rate at
the mobile device, the data reporting rate to the cloud, and
the actual data processing within the cloud.
The decision module (DM) handles and regulates the trans-
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5.1

sions made by the agency. The work ﬂow of the proposed
framework is described next.

4.1

The Publish/Subscribe (PS) module was implemented by
using Amazon’s Simple Notiﬁcation System (SNS) and Simple Queue Service (SQS) [1]. SNS allows a cloud application
to easily send notiﬁcations to the subscribers. SNS exploits
the concept of topic to broadcast a notiﬁcation from publishers to subscribers. In this context, the publisher is the
application that sends messages, while the subscriber is the
application (e.g., the one running on the mobile phone) that
can receive the messages. A topic is an access point which
deﬁnes speciﬁc subject or event type for publishing messages and allows clients to subscribe for notiﬁcations [1].
In other words, the topic is the connection point between
the sender and receivers. The notiﬁcation can be in the
form of SMS, email, SQS, and so on. In our framework, the
MCE creates the topic and the mobile client application subscribes (unsubscribes) the mobile phone to (from) the topic.
The framework uses the SQS as publisher and subscriber
to a topic. SQS is an asynchronous mechanism by which
the data or messages can be transferred between distributed
components even without losing messages or requiring each
component to be always available [1]. For example, the mobile cloud application uploads the GPS data to the SQS and
the MCE fetches the data from the SQS when needed at
any time. SQS simpliﬁes the interactions between the mobile cloud applications and the MCE. Furthermore, it supports read (and write) operations from (to) a large number
of mobile cloud applications. Moreover, it provides security
by authentication method. Using SQS in our framework
enables mobile phones to send a large number of messages
in parallel. In addition, SQS and SNS together enable the
MCE and mobile client applications to send messages to a
huge number of users in multiple formats quickly and easily.
When the MCE needs to send a message to a group of mobile phones, it publishes the message to a topic. Once the
messages have been published to a topic, all the subscribers
of the SQS get the messages. Since, the mobile client application of each phone regularly polls the SQS, once the
message is available in SQS, it can get the message.
The context-awareness module is realized with reference
to location-based information and is implemented through
the Google Fusion Tables API [6]. Google Fusion Tables
provide mechanisms for publishing, retrieving, and rendering location-based data. It has been chosen for its features
of scalability, accuracy, and availability, as well as for the
built-in visualization based on Google Maps. Google Fusion
tables are controlled by a Google account such that each account has its own fusion tables. In the proposed framework,
the MCE was connected to a Google account in order to be
able to use these features. Whenever the MCE has to return
the result to the application community in the form of maps,
it uses Google Fusion Tables. Speciﬁcally, the MCE writes
the result into a fusion table, and based on those data, renders the map by using the Google Fusion API. Once the map
has been generated, the MCE returns the obtained map and
displays it through the widget. In addition, the data in the
fusion table is continuously updated by MCE upon arrival
of new data. As a result, the module is capable of rendering
dynamic information to the map. In the current implementation, the decision module is limited to initialize the MCE,
instantiate the PS modules, and handle the transactions between other modules.

Work flow

In the following, we will refer to an emergency response
system to illustrate the work ﬂow between the diﬀerent components of the framework. The simplest scenario is represented by the case where there are no applications sending requests to the cloud. Recall from Section 3.1 that the
MCE0 periodically collects data from the registered users
regardless of the active applications. As a consequence, sensory data from mobile devices are delivered to the appropriate UAM and then to a low priority queue. The MCE0
asynchronously polls the queue for new data. Furthermore,
the MCE0 processes the fetched data and forwards them to
the storage module.
Let us consider now the case where two agencies corresponding to two diﬀerent applications – i.e., a ﬁre agency
and an emergency healthcare agency – intend to exploit the
cloud framework. They initiate two diﬀerent requests to the
system. Note that a new MCE instance is created for each
application. For instance, the ﬁre agency needs visual data
of the ﬁre or location of users in the vicinity of the location
of ﬁre, say X. Then a new MCE1 instance ﬁnds all users in
the vicinity of location X and sends them a notiﬁcation to
collect data relevant to the situation. On the other hand,
the emergency healthcare agency needs information about
physicians and nurses in the vicinity of location Y . To this
end, an additional MCE2 instance ﬁnds all the users in the
vicinity of location Y then sends them a notiﬁcation alert.
The step-by-step procedure for handling an individual request is illustrated in Figure 2. First, the agency initiates a
request to the corresponding MCE. Second, the MCE sends
a request to the storage module to ﬁnd all registered users
in the vicinity of the speciﬁed location, e.g., X or Y . After
receiving the list of the matching users U = {u1 , u2 , .., un }
from the storage module, the MCE moves them from the low
priority queue to a higher priority queue, in order to collect
data at a higher rate. The MCS also sets up an individual
PS module for sending the data collection notiﬁcations to
the speciﬁc users in U . On the other side, the UAM polls
the PS module for notiﬁcations and sends the data collected
by the users to the relevant applications. Hence, if a user
subscribed to diﬀerent applications, sampled data are just
sent once, and the UAM forwards them to the corresponding MCEs. Finally, the MCE polls the queue, fetches the
data, and hands them over to the CA and AIM modules,
e.g., for visualization purposes. Moreover, it stores these
data in the storage module. This procedure continues until
the agency requests the termination of the service. Once the
service is terminated, users are switched back to the lower
priority queues in the MCE0 , and the higher priority queue
are released.

5.

Mobile Cloud Engine (MCE)

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype system that oﬀers the basic
functionalities of the proposed framework. The components
residing at the cloud have been realized by using Amazon
Web Services (AWS) [1] and Google Fusion Tables [6]. The
Mobile Cloud Application (MCA) was built for Android devices running the 2.1 Platform [5] and the AWS SDK for
Android [1]. Additional details are provided below.
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Figure 2: Work flow within the system components for a given request

5.2

Storage Module

the impact of the uniﬁed sensing approach in terms of energy consumption of the mobile device as well as scalability.
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, we assumed that the proposed framework is deployed in the cloud and is exploited
by 4 applications. A thin mobile client installed on the mobile device collectively sampled and uploaded data to the
UAM on behalf of the 4 applications. In the second set of
experiments, we did not exploit our framework, but rather
installed individual applications on the mobile device. We
varied the number of applications from 1 to 4. They sampled and uploaded data individually on the mobile device.
In all the experiments, data was captured and uploaded to
the cloud every second.
The evaluation was conducted by using a Google Nexus
One smartphone. The duration of the experiment was set
to 1, 000 seconds. We measured the energy consumed by
the mobile device for uploading messages in each experiment through the PowerTutor energy proﬁler application
[19]. The obtained results are shown in Figure 3. Each
data point represents the average energy consumption over
10 iterations of each experiment, while the error bars represent the related conﬁdence interval with a 95% conﬁdence
level. Figure 3 shows that the energy consumption of the
mobile devices increase with the number of applications.
Even though diﬀerent applications require the same data,
such as GPS coordinates or images, the device separately
samples the data for each of them. Hence, as a result, it
leads to same data being separately sent to each application.
Thus, the mobile device experiences higher energy consumption with the increase in the number of applications. In contrast, the same data required by multiple applications are
captured and sent to the UAM only once in our framework.
The MCE collects and processes the data from each UAM
and forwards it to the relevant application. Thus, this results in a lower energy consumption for the device, as it is
not interacting with each application individually.

In the current implementation, data are divided into scalar
and multimedia data (as deﬁned in Section 3) and managed
accordingly. In detail, the framework uses two diﬀerent storage modules: Amazon SimpleDB and Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). SimpleDB is a non-relational database
which provides high availability and simplicity in administration [1]. SimpleDB is used to store scalar (textual) data
such as sensory readings. When a scalar data arrives at the
MCE, they are associated with the corresponding user ID,
which is part of the message sent by the mobile cloud application, and then stored in SimpleDB. The idea behind using
a non-relational database is to reduce the database administration overhead and provide fast access to the data [1].
When a mobile phone has multimedia data, the MCA stores
them into Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), and sends
a message containing a reference to the data in S3 to SQS.
S3 can be used to store and retrieve any amount of data [1].
By using S3 and SimpleDB together, we use the features of
SimpleDB as regular database as well as the storage capacity
of S3 for multimedia data.

5.3

User Adaptation Module

Data arriving at the UAM are forwarded to the relevant
MCE(s). Speciﬁcally, when multiple MCEs have common
users (i.e., in terms of the corresponding MCAs), the data
captured by the MCAs are forwarded to all MCEs. To this
end, the UAM implementation is based on two components:
a ﬁlter process and a queue. The ﬁlter process forwards the
data to the concerned MCE, while the queue is used by the
ﬁlter process to forward the data to multiple MCEs.

6.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to characterize the advantages of using our framework, we carried out two sets of experiments and studied
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Figure 3: Energy consumption of the mobile phone
as a function of the number of applications
Furthermore, we carried out additional experiments to
evaluate the scalability and availability of the implemented
prototype as a function of the number of users. To emulate
users, we deployed 20 virtual machines sending an aggregate
message rate ranging from 400 messages/sec to 4 × 105 messages/sec. We found that no messages were delayed at the
message queues, thus we can conclude that the prototype is
capable of handling a large number of users.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an integrated framework to
enable cloud-based and people-centric applications on mobile devices. Our solution exploits the cloud computing
paradigm to provide a new delivery model speciﬁcally targeted to mobile applications. Through a prototype implementation, we have shown the feasibility of the proposed
framework by addressing a case study represented by an
emergency response system. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach results in signiﬁcant energy saving at the mobile device. As a future work, we
intend to add more features and functionalities to the proposed framework, with focus on the decision module.
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